
spirit tracey deep

For Tracey.

Soothe the messy habits of your mind and slow your weary steps too.
For she walks and collects, carrying the gifts of your old hands.
Fibres of dusty stalks furl and loop, criss-cross and intersect.
Only, follow the lines of the weaving and let your heart ache to its beat,
For she will show us the way to plenty, forever just beyond.

The stories of people, anterior to time, whisper across the tessellated sand,
Roar up the rocky ridges and over the threshold of this reality.
Baskets of hope and fences of plenty, rabbit-proof weavings of metal lace.
Her tender heart will fuel the work to come, tugged by the spirits that weave 
A different tale (wiry springs), but the very same love for you.

Fire sticks, music sticks, beating sticks: tied with string?
This endlessness of warp and weave will show us how.
I see your steps across the red earth and hear your gasps of joy.
If you move towards the distant sun and gather the harvest of your eye,
The stars will align, the sparrows will soar and your heart will spin.

Move that unmovable rock, only then will we find the liberty at the core. 
Is this a river bed or muddy stream or a yellow brick road?
You give us the shapes that shift our view, you make us see afresh.
Along the path of doubt and confusion, your silhouette distorts the pain,
All that is left are fresh buds and tender threads, woven tight to catch our fall.

I know you yearn for something, those bulky forms that lumber in the dark.
Their comfort is your source and, in turn, that succour becomes ours.
We see the travels of your mind and remember times before, 
When no humans lurched across the sand, and only the tea trees sang.
But the infinite echoes are there, in your intricate love-songs of forever.
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